Optuma Online Store
Tools
Gann Tool Module
Tools

$1,995.00

The Gann tools module
includes over 40 Gann
based tools and
indicators, along with
several advanced
charting styles such as
the Wheel of 24 and
Square of 9 charts.

Details

Astronomical Tool
Module
Tools

$2,495.00

The Astronomical tool
module has long been
the ultimate solution
for the trader studying
the science between
human nature and the
planets, including over
19 indicators,
Ephemeris...

Details

Complete Gann &
Astro Module

Signal Testing
Addon Module

Tools

Tools

$4,000.00

Combining the
complete Gann and
Astro tool modules
with Optuma adds a
powerful array of Gann
and planetary studies
that have consistently
proven themselves
over the decades.

$995.00

Signal Testing will help
you see the usefulness
of the criteria. Also, it is
quick and easy to
explore variations of
the criteria.

Details

Details

ND Research Tool
Group - Subscription
Tools

$50.00 USD/m

The ND Research Tool
Group includes all four
volatility based
indicators: Support and
Resistance, Volatility
Based Momentum,
Reward Risk Ratio,
Volatility Momentum
End.

Hathaway Tools
Module
Tools

$199.00

The Hathaway Tools
Module contains a
number of tools based
on the study of Market
Geometry. The module
currently consists of 4
indicators.

Details

Details

Scott Barometer

Optuma - Custom

Scott Barometer
Tools

$200.00

The Scott Barometers
by Richard Scott help
identify an overall
upward or downward
market trend based on
combinations of
prevailing astrological
influences.

Details

Optuma - Custom
Programming
Module
Tools

$500.00

The Optuma Custom
Programming Module
gives you the power to
create your own tools
and indicators from
scratch, using Pascal,
an easy to use and
understand
programming
language...

Details

Olivers Wedge
Module
Tools

$500.00

Developed by Alan
Oliver, the Olivers
Wedge is designed to
capitalise on market
uncertainty, and
ensure you're ready to
place a trade at the
start of a trend,
maximising potential...

Details

Hurst Tool Module
Tools

$199.00

JM Hurst was an
engineer and author
who pioneered the use
of computers to
investigate cycles in the
markets. He also
published a book titled
“The Profit Magic of
Stock Transaction...

Details

Jenkins Tool Module
Tools

$500.00

Optuma has coded
several of Michael
Jenkins technical tools
as described in his
books and courses,
and grouped them into
the Jenkins Tool
Module.

Details

